
Winter 2022, ECO 181LD Intro to Macroeconomics Section WR
Instructor: Bhattacharjee, Sandipa (Primary)

University at Buffalo

There were: 17 possible respondents.
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(ECO 181LD) What really made this course effective was how passionate the professor was in making sure we learned. Instead of just telling us what
something is she really explained it and didnt move on until we all understood. she really cared about us as students and succeeding which makes any kind
of teacher great. From the beginning she was very welcoming and super nice and I was able to tell she would be a great teacher from the beginning.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Great at explaining the requirements for the course
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) very effective
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) She was very effective and used great examples that made understanding the material a lot better.
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

Question: Comment on teaching effectiveness 

(ECO 181LD) no suggestions, great course 

(ECO 181LD) Maybe more real world applications and examples and the less textbook definitions 

(ECO 181LD) more examples to help understand 

Question: Suggestions to improve course 

(ECO 181LD) Everything was clear the audio and video. Its easier to take notes because its right infront of you 

(ECO 181LD) Wonderful professor. Great at explaining things, patient, detailed and easy to approach though I didn’t take the opportunity 

(ECO 181LD) the record and ppt slide are so good for learning 

(ECO 181LD) She was very caring and understanding of each of her students. She made students comfortable asking questions if they did not know or
understand something.
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